We consider calibration of second-order, or hyphenated instruments generating bilinear two-way data for each specimen. The bilinear regression model is to be estimated from a number of specimens of known composition. We propose a simple Ž estimator and study how it works on real and simulated data. The estimator, which we call the SVD singular value decom-. position estimator is usually not much less efficient than bilinear least squares. The advantages of our method over bilinear Ž . least squares are that it is faster and more easily computed, its standard errors are explicit and derived in the paper , and it has a simpler correlation structure. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
The bilinear model
A hyphenated instrument, consisting of two instruments in series, yields a matrix of data for each specimen. Given a number of calibration specimens with several constituents of known concentration, how do we calibrate such instruments? How do we resolve the pure response of each constituent?
We will use LC-UV as a model example. Each pure constituent is characterized by an elution profile and a UV-spectrum. The LC separation gives rise to a new spectrum for each chromatographic time, i.e., we get a matrix of absorbances for each specimen when we collect the response in the UV-instrument. This matrix will Ž . Ž .
Ž k .
be indexed by time from the LC profile and wavelength from the UV spectra . We use the notation z for i j the absorbance z at time i and wavelength j in specimen k; constituent is indexed by r. We prefer the word specimen, instead of sample, because they are thought of as generated from designed mixtures of known concentrations and not from random sampling. We assume proportionality in concentration for each of the instruments separately. For a UV instrument this can be motivated by Lambert-Beer's law. For an LC instrument the elution peak area is expected to increase Ž . linearly with moderately increasing concentration of the constituent. Examples of other instrument combina-( )tions which yield bilinear data matrices are excitation-emission fluorescence instruments and LC-or GC-MS, whereas MS-MS and 2D-NMR do not yield bilinear data matrices. We also assume that responses for both instruments are additive over constituents, in the sense that the response for a mixture is the sum of the individual constituent responses. From above we note that the concentrations must not be too high for proportional linearity to be realistic. The final assumption behind our model is that the background has been separately eliminated. If the background had not been eliminated, we would have to add some type of intercept-parameter to our model to make it valid.
From the assumption of linearity in each instrument response, we conclude that data should follow a bilinear regression model. In its most intuitive form, this model is written as Z 
Ž .
where Z Ž k . is the observed data matrix for specimen k, A is the pure response of the first instrument, C Ž k . is a diagonal matrix with the concentrations for calibration specimen k on the diagonal, B is the pure response of the second instrument and E Ž k . is the noise matrix for specimen k. At present we make no specific assumptions about the noise, in Section 3 it will be assumed uncorrelated and homoscedastic. For an example of simulated data matrices, see Fig. 1 . g a b T , or equivalently rs 1 r r r r r r
where columns a and b for constituent r of matrices A and B represent the profiles from the first and the r r second instrument, respectively, normalized to unit length. Here G is a diagonal matrix of scale parameters with Ä 4 elements g , the products of the original lengths of a and b . We need to estimate the parameters A, B, G r r r r of the calibration model, which we can then use for future predictions. One possibility is bilinear least squares Ž . BLLS , which we try in this paper. We also present an alternative, a simple estimator, which we call the singu-Ž . lar value decomposition SVD estimator. This estimator is formed by singular value decomposition of suitably weighted sums of the observed data matrices and can be interpreted as obtained from reweighted least squares normal equations. For the SVD estimator we can explicitly write down the variance-covariance matrix. We make numerical comparisons of efficiency with the BLLS estimator, and try both methods on a real data example.
Among alternative methods for solving the bilinear regression problem, we first note the Generalized Rank Ž . w x Annihilation Method GRAM , see Sanchez and Kowalski 1 , even though it is based on just one calibration specimen which is compared with one unknown specimen. Other methods are based on the PARAFAC model, which is obtained by regarding also the concentration matrices C Ž k . in model 1 as unknown parameters, see Bro w x Ž . 2 for a review. The parameters in this model can be estimated by, for example, Alternating Least Squares ALS Ž . w x or by the methods known as TriLinear Decomposition methods TLD , see Sanchez and Kowalski 3 or Burw x dick et al. 4 . Note that trilinear here means a bilinear instrument with more than one specimen used. TLD Ž . somewhat arbitrarily uses the GRAM idea on two selected specimens or two selected linear combinations . The estimated concentrations in the PARAFAC model are finally regressed on the known concentrations to build a w x w x calibration model. PLS-based methods have been proposed and used by Wold et al. 5 and Bro 6 . Wold et al. use unfolding to transform three-way data to two-way data, whereas Bro refrains from that. Bro's method has w x w x Ž . recently been discussed by Smilde 7 and de Jong 8 . For more general views on bilinear and multilinear w x w x models and methods for decompositions of such data sets, see Geladi 9 and Leurgans and Ross 10 . Not much Ž . is known about how different bilinear multilinear methods compare in precision.
Estimation procedures
We assume that the calibration is done with at least as many specimens as constituents. This condition is not really necessary for the quantitative prediction of the same constituents in a new specimen, as shown by the GRAM method, and it is not always necessary for the existence of a unique solution to the estimation problem, w x see Kruskal 11 .
The BLLS estimator
The least squares method for fitting a model to data, be it linear or nonlinear, requires that the sum of squared deviations between measured and expected responses is made as small as possible. An ideal situation for least squares is that the noise is normally distributed, uncorrelated and homoscedastic. Then the least squares method is equivalent to the maximum likelihood method. To obtain the least squares solution we minimize the residual sum of squares with respect to the parameters. This can be done by differentiation with respect to the parameters. Equating these derivatives to zero we get the normal equations. Solving them yields the parameter estimates.
( )The residual sum of squares for bilinear models and three-dimensional arrays is naturally expressed by summing over specimens and using the trace of the resulting matrix, or in formulas normalization. Using Lagrange's multiplier method for minimization under constraints we find the normal equations 
The matrix statistics T Ž r . and the coefficient matrices D Ž r . are of great importance for the sequel. They are weighted sums of data matrices and concentration matrices, respectively. Note that each constituent, r s 1, . . . , R requires its own weights, namely its concentrations in the different specimens. The matrices T Ž r . carry all information in data about the bilinear structure, in a sense that may be specified in terms of the concept of sufficiency.
After simplification of the normal equations we get
Result 2.1: Normal equations for BLLS.
The normal equations, over r s 1, . . . , R, can be written:
Ž . r r
Remark: In the special case when we have only one constituent, the matrices A and B reduce to vectors and the < < < < diagonal matrices G and D reduce to scalars. Using the property a s b s 1, the system of normal equations reduces to the eigen-problem
This reduction cannot be performed when we have more than one constituent. The following argument explains why. For one constituent the term A T A s a T a s 1, but more generally A T A is a matrix in which only the diagonal elements are fixed and equal to one. The unknown off-diagonal elements will typically not be zero, since they represent the angles between the profile vectors for the different constituents. B
The system of normal equations can be solved iteratively in analogy with the PARAFAC model. The following alternating least squares procedure, with starting values for either A or B, is natural and usually works slowly ( )Ž . but safely. We express A as a function of B and vice versa in the following reformulation of Eq. 4 , cf. Model Ž . Eq. 1 :
Here we have incorporated g in b and only assume a normalized to unit length in each step, for uniquer r r r Ž . Ž . ness. The iteration procedure works by alternating updating of A from Eq. 5 and B from Eq. 6 . When thê < < iteration procedure has converged we get the symmetrically constrained solution by setting g s b and renorr r r malizing b by its length. This BLLS algorithm has only linear convergence and can be quite slow when the r Ž . calibration is imprecise, so that the function 3 is relatively flat in some directions from the minimum.
The SVD estimator

Ž
We now introduce and motivate our proposed alternative to the BLLS estimator, the SVD single value de-. composition estimator.
Result 2.2: Construction of the SVD estimator.
The SVD estimator is constructed from singular value decomposition of weighted data matrices by trix to be constructed below.
Justification:
To derive and motivate this estimator we start from the same matrices T Ž r . and D Ž r . as in the least squares procedure. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the matrices T Ž r . carry all information in data about the bilinear structure, in a sense that may be specified in terms of the concept of sufficiency. First, note that
. Now we simply identify T Ž r . with its exr s1 r r r r r r
pected value. In matrix-like form for all constituents simultaneously, where the vectors have matrix elements, this yields the estimating equations 
q PPP q D T . Thus if the T were error-free, the right-hand side would be exactly rank one. Allow- We propose the following algorithm for calculating the SVD estimates.
SVD algorithm:
K Ž k . Žk .
D s c c
Compute the matrix D.
Ý r r r r r r
T s c Z Compute the vector t of matrices T . In the SVD step the singular vectors u and z can be rotated to point in the opposite direction, in principle. this is not the case we must question the model for this data set. A few small negative estimated components may be replaced by zeros or kept. Another indication of model invalidity is that the matrices forming D y1 T are not close to rank one. B Remark: With only one constituent present it is easy to show that the SVD and BLLS estimators are identical. In the case of two constituents, which is taken to represent the general case, we find for SVD Ž .
Ž . Ž . In this way the SVD estimator puts explicit weights on the T Ž r . matrices. The weights for the BLLS estimator, Ž . on the other hand, are parameter dependent as seen from the normal equations, Eq. 4 , and therefore only implicitly determined. Hence the BLLS estimator is generally not identical with the SVD estimator. B
Precision
For the new SVD estimator explicit, approximate error-bounds can be written down, see below. We will compare with the BLLS estimator, for which we use approximate least squares results for the linear case with linear constraints. For this section we assume uncorrelated homoscedastic noise for simplicity. Uncorrelated means lack of correlation between measurements taken for different specimens, at different wavelengths or at different chromatographic times. Assuming that the number of calibration specimens is large, or more realistically that s is small, so that the estimated model falls near the true model, we may linearize to find the approximate precision.
The BLLS estimator
We briefly indicate how an approximate variance-covariance matrix for the BLLS estimator can be computed. Under the above assumption the bilinear model may be linearized in terms of the full parameter u s . ,a ,b , . . . ,b ,g , . . . ,g in a neighborhood of the true u that includes the estimate u. If it were
not for the constraints on the parameters, the ordinary theory of linear regression models could then be applied. Ž 2 . It tells that if we have a linear problem y, Xu , s I , where y is the vector of responses, X is the matrix of explanatory variables, and the noise is homoscedastic and uncorrelated, then the variance of the least-squareŝˆ2
Ž . Ž . estimate u is Var u s s X X . In order to cope with the parameter constraints, we linearize them as well, T Ž w x. to read H u s h, for some matrix H and vector h. The following result see section 4a.9 of Ref. 12 tells how to combine the linearized design matrix X with the linearized constraints matrix H to obtain the variance-covariance matrix for u.
Result 3.1: Asymptotic Õariance-coÕariance matrix of the BLLS estimator.
The approximate variance-covariance matrix for BLLS is given by
The interpretation of this formula is that we first take the inverse of the given matrix and then extract its upper left part, of the same size as X T X.
For a mathematical justification of Result 3.1, see Appendix A.
The SVD estimator
Ž . In this section we first approximately solve the eigenvector problem induced by the singular value decomposition. We then linearize the expressions for the SVD estimator found in this way and conclude by finding the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix.
Straightforward computation shows that the SVD estimator for the pure response g a b T of constituent r r r r r is given by the first term of the singular value decomposition of where j Ž r . is a noise term consisting of a linear combination of the noise matrices E Ž k . from the different specimens. From the definition of singular value decomposition, a and b are also the first eigenvectors u and ẑ r r of the eigen-problems
respectively. In Appendix B we solve these equations in detail to find that the SVD estimates can be expressed as
a f a 1 y a j b rg q j b rĝ Ž . variances and covariances. In the case of uncorrected homoscedastic noise the result is particularly simple and is given by the following result. 
where I is the identity matrix of suitable size. In particular the variances and the zero covariances within constituent are: of the variances and covariances, see Appendix B. Note that within constituent many covariances are zero, so the correlation structure is relatively simple. Also covariances between constituents will typically be relatively small. However, all covariances will vanish only if all profiles are mutually orthogonal, a situation not likely to occur in practice. B
A simulation study
We carried out an extensive simulation study to answer the following important questions. How does the SVD estimator perform relative to the BLLS estimator? Do the approximate precision formulas work well with few specimens and large or moderate noise? Can the theoretical formulas be verified empirically? Which factors have the highest influence on the precision of the estimates?
Design
To set up a design for the simulation study we needed those factors which influence the precision. From Result 3.2 for the SVD estimator we see that the precision depends on the following factors: Ž . i s , i.e., size of noise in data, Ž .
ii D, i.e., choice of concentrations, number of specimens and quality of the calibration set, and Ž . Ä 4 iii a , b , g , i.e., the true profiles, which are influenced by the number of wavelengths, the number of To illustrate the performance of the SVD estimator versus the BLLS estimator we simulated an LC-UV ex-Ž . ample with two constituents R s 2 . In accordance with the above discussion, we chose to investigate the following factors, at two levels each in a 2 6y 1 factorial design.
Factor y level q level Ž . 1 number of chromatographic times and wavelengths 20 10 Ž .
Ž . 2 number of specimens K 4 2 Ž .
Ž . 3 size of noise in data s 0.0025 f 10% 0.0075 f 30% Ž . 4 degree of overlap in true profiles moderately overlapping much overlapping Ž . 5 degree of overlap in true spectra moderately overlapping much overlapping Ž . 6 quality of the calibration design more informative less informative Ž Factor 1 determines the size of the data matrix, which is number of times = number of wavelengths 20 = 20 . or 10 = 10 . For factor 2, the q level was the minimum number of specimens possible to investigate, since we had two constituents, see Section 2. The relative size of noise in data was of magnitude 10% and 30% of the average response, respectively. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate factors 4 and 5, the form and degree of overlap in the true, pure responses.
Since we had only two constituents, the choice of concentration combinations can be illustrated in the xy-Ž . plane, see Fig. 4 . For the more informative set y level we first chose two points well apart for the K s 2 Ž . Ž . specimens level, and then for each such point x, y also the point u x, u y with u s 2 to form the set for four Ž . specimens. The less informative set q level was formed in the same way, but starts with two points closer together. The advantage of this choice is that we can predict the difference in precision between two and four Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . lected the points 1,2 and 2,1 for the informative set and the points 1.5,2 and 2,1.5 for the less informative set, with u s 2.
The design chosen for the study was a factorial 2 6y 1 design with the usual confounding pattern for half-fractions, that is the highest order interaction aliased with the identity. We made 100 replicates in each point of the factorial experiment, and as much as feasible we let the noise matrices E Ž k . be based on the same random numbers over different design points.
Response
As measures of closeness between estimated and true elution profiles we use the statistics constant 12 was added for convenience to make all response values positive. The logarithmic transformation changed the previously multiplicative character of the precision indices into an additive one, so that any substantial interactions were neither expected nor found for the logarithmic responses. The logarithms of the approxi-Ž Ž . Ž .. mate expected values Eqs. 9 and 10 were used for theoretical comparison with the observed responses in the factorial experiment, by inserting the known values from the design. The effects in the factorial experiment were estimated as signed means and thus correspond to half the effect of changing the current factor from its minus level to its plus level. The theoretical effects are calculated from the asymptotic variances according to Ž . Ž . Eqs. 9 and 10 . Theoretical and observed results are discussed in Section 4.3 below. The table gives values of 12qthe logarithm of the precision indices m of Section 4.2, and in the last two lines lower and upper bounds for their empirical standard errors. For the factorial design, see Table 2 .
( ) Table 2 Simulation results for the scale parameter, g , in analogy with 
Results
For an illustration of the estimates from BLLS and SVD with their errors, see Figs. 5-7. These estimates Ž . represent the design point yqy yqy , that is they were generated with moderately overlapping profiles and spectra, two specimens, 20 chromatographic times and 20 wavelengths, the more informative calibration set and the larger s , i.e., overall about 30% noise added to the theoretical responses.
Our simulation results for constituent No. 1 are listed in Tables 1 and 2 empirical values we give the range of the standard error at the bottom of the column. For comparisons between the two methods we also give half the difference between the logarithms of the precision indices m for BLLS and SVD. The main effects of the factorial experiment are given in Table 3 . All interactions were negligible. The first row of Tables 1 and 2 is the intuitively most precise point, i.e., the smaller s , four specimens, 20 points, more informative design and moderately overlapping profiles and spectra. This point is coded by only minus signs, the remaining points of the 2 6y 1 factorial experiment follow in standard order, see Table 2 . A first, overall impression from the tables is that there is good agreement between the observed simulation results and the asymptotic theory, not least for the SVD estimator. This confirms that the approximate variance formulas well represent the true precision for both BLLS and SVD. Surprisingly neither BLLS nor SVD lose much precision when we let the elution profiles or the spectra be much overlapping.
From the given tables, we see that the SVD estimator is usually not much less efficient than BLLS for uncorrelated homoscedastic noise. SVD works significantly worse than BLLS only under the less informative design, as on rows 9-16 and 25-32 in Table 1 , so that in the case of a really bad calibration design the SVD estimator should perhaps not be advocated. The efficiency of SVD compared to BLLS is seen more clearly from Table 3 , where we list theoretical and observed main effects from the factorial experiment. All interactions were negligible. The tables also show a general similarity between BLLS and SVD. However, they do not behave precisely the same, and we now focus on some of the differences. 
Influence from design
Ž BLLS is much less sensitive to the choice of calibration design than SVD for the estimation of a and b but . not g . The fact that SVD is much worse than BLLS for the less informative design may be related to the need for inverting the matrix D, which depends on the calibration set C. For the less informative calibration set the matrix D is closer to singular than for the more informative calibration set.
Influence from form
In particular the SVD method is remarkably insensitive to the form factors. The moderately overlapping and the much overlapping levels of these factors are formed from each other by moving only the profile or spectrum for constituent No. 2, so we expect no significant changes in the estimates for constituent No. 1. We use the log-normal distribution for the elution profiles, see Fig. 2 . Some small negative main effects appearing for the factor 'form 1' can be explained by a scale change induced by the log-normal distribution.
Real data
We have also tried the SVD and BLLS methods on real data, which need not satisfy our model assumptions.
Ž . Data were generated from nine specimens with different mixtures of four polyaromatic hydrocarbons PAH : anthracene, fluoranthene, chrysene and perylene. The instrumentation was LC-UV, measuring chromatographic times 0-2.10 min with step about 0.36 s and wavelengths 209.5-401.5 nm with step 2 nm. We used the chromatographic time interval 1.30-2.10 and the whole wavelength region in our analyses. With the particular LCcolumn the PAHs were expected to overlap to some extent, and did so, see Fig. 8 . The purely random additive noise seemed to be very small, but the uncertainty in data was far from negligible. The LC turned out to be affected by drift, so there were problems with centering the peaks on the correct retention times. We tried to set the retention times so that the maximums of the first peak were at the same retention time for all specimens. This ad hoc solution helped to some extent. The pre-processing also included some necessary data cleaning. The time intervals were still not of exactly constant length within and between specimens. Such problems are outside the scope of the present paper, however.
The resulting estimates of the elution profiles from SVD and BLLS are mostly quite good, but with some extra 'ghost-peaks'. The result for SVD can be seen in Fig. 8 , the results for BLLS looks almost the same. We think that the ghost-peaks are due to the drift in the LC. From inspection of data the retention times seem to be about 1.40, 1.48, 1.58 and 1.86 min, respectively for anthracene, fluoranthene, chrysene and perylene. BLLS yields the estimates 1.40, 1.48, 1.59 and 1.93 min, and SVD differs only in the estimate of the retention time for perylene, where the estimate is 1.95 min.
The estimates of the spectra also differ very little between the SVD and BLLS method. The estimates of the Ž . spectra for chrysene can be seen in Fig. 9 . The bad resolution ghost-peaks in the retention times probably yields some mixing of the spectra. The estimated spectra for chrysene is the one that differs most between the two Ž . Ž . Fig. 9 . Spectra for chrysene; BLLS and SVD ---.
( )methods. The differences in the other spectrum cannot be seen in pictures like Fig. 9 , because they are to similar.
Conclusions and further research
Our tests on real and simulated data confirm that the BLLS and SVD estimators behave quite similarly. The SVD method is typically slightly less efficient than BLLS, or in a badly designed calibration clearly less efficient, under uncorrelated, homoscedastic noise. A compensating advantage of the SVD estimator is that it does not require iterations. Under unfavourable conditions the alternating BLLS algorithm described in Section 2.1 shows a very slow convergence. Furthermore the SVD estimator has explicit asymptotic variance formulas, in contrast to the BLLS estimator, and the approximate standard errors work well even with few samples, bad calibration designs and very large noise-levels. We therefore advocate the use of the SVD estimator for bilinear regression as a reasonable alternative to bilinear least squares.
We are next carrying out more extensive method tests and method comparisons, on real and simulated data, including TLD and multilinear PLS type methods. We will also study how well the calibration model works for predicting the constituents of a new sample. Other important aspects are diagnostics for detecting the presence of unexpected interfering constituents and the treatment of other deviations from the bilinear model which may appear in practice, like in the example of Section 5. Ž .
Here U is the permutation matrix associating Vec X with Vec X . The matrix P picks out the rows numbered Ž . r q r y 1 R for r s 1, . . . , R, where R equals the number of constituents. Vectorizing all observation matrices Z Ž k . jointly, this leads to a linearization of the whole three-dimensional array . Ž .
